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I am more than satisfied (actually impressed) with how much system administration is possible from Webmin. Comprehensive and convenient, just about any administration I've done is covered here, along with several areas that I've hesitated to explore.
--Karel Baloun, Sr. Software Engineer, Looksmart, Ltd.

Easy, browser-based Linux/UNIX administration with Webmin--step by step

Webmin gives you an easy, browser-based solution for virtually any day-to-day Linux/UNIX administration task. Now, there's a definitive Webmin guide for every beginning-to-intermediate sysadmin. Written by Webmin's primary developer, Managing Linux Systems with Webmin delivers authoritative, step-by-step coverage of the latest version of Webmin, from basic installation to centrally managing multiple servers. Coverage includes: 

	How Webmin works--and how to install and secure it
	Using Webmin to configure basic system services, including filesystems, users/groups, and printing
	Configuring Apache, Sendmail, Squid, Samba, MySQL, PostgreSQL, FTP services, and more 
	Cluster modules: configuring multiple systems from one master server
	Webmin modules: configuring Webmin itself
	Full API documentation and instructions for writing your own Webmin modules and themes


Jamie Cameron walks you through more than 50 essential Webmin tasks--offering all the background you need, step-by-step instructions, extensive screen captures, and listings of the underlying configuration files that are being modified. Whether you're new to Linux/UNIX system administration or you simply want an alternative to the command line, Managing Linux Systems with Webmin will be an indispensable resource. 

About the Author

JAMIE CAMERON, Webmin's primary developer, has unsurpassed knowledge of Webmin's functions, user interface, and internal design. He has been working with and managing UNIX and Linux systems for over seven years. He was previously employed by Caldera and MSC Software, where he worked full time on Webmin. 
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Java ME on Symbian OS: Inside the Smartphone Model (Symbian Press)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
In Java ME on Symbian OS, the authors expose the opportunities for application developers wishing to use Java ME on Symbian OS.
    Written by a team of experts from Symbian, Nokia and Sun Microsystems Java ME on Symbian OS reveals what can be found “under-the-hood” of the world’s leading smartphone...
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Managing Windows Servers with ChefPackt Publishing, 2014

	Harness the power of Chef to automate management of Windowsbased systems using handson examples


	About This Book

	
		Discover how Chef can be used to manage a heterogeneous network of Windows and Linux systems with ease
	
		Configure an entire .NET application stack, deploy it, and scale in the...
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Pro XML Development with Java TechnologyApress, 2006
Pro XML Development with Java Technology has been written to help you, the professional Java developer who needs a practical hands-on guide to marrying these technologies together effectively. There are a lot of books out there, but none really explore the combination deeply, and they are largely theoretical. The main objective here was...
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Innovative Technologies for Information Resources Management (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2007
As information resources management becomes increasingly dependent on emerging technologies to combat its challenges and decipher its effective strategies, the demand builds for a critical mass of research in this area.
Innovative Technologies for Information Resources Management brings together compelling content related to...
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Macromedia Dreamweaver MX Fast & Easy Web DevelopmentCourse Technology PTR, 2002
While the Web was still in its infancy, the technologies used to deliver it were
always changing. I remember a time when I had to hand-code every page in a Web
site. At that time, a Web site was just a couple of static pages. Still, dealing with raw
HTML tags was not very pleasant. A few WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get)...
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MCSE Designing a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Active Directory and Network Infrastructure Exam Cram 2 (Exam Cram 70-297)Que, 2003
          Leave nothing to chance, Exam Cram 2 provides the information needed to pass Exam 70-297!       

	
    Known for its concise and focused instruction on what readers need to know to pass the 70-297 exam. 
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